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Abstract 
India accounts for nearly one-quarter of global energy demand growth to 2040 which is more than any other 

country over the same period and it will be responsible to increase in emissions for road transport in India. As per 

report on emissions inventory for road transport in India 2020 showed gasoline vehicle % share of emission 

distribution by age wise in 2020 is highest and two-wheeler segment consumes more than 61% of gasoline of total 

Indian gasoline consumption. So, the hydroxygen as an additive to the gasoline is used in the present experimental 

investigation to reduce the fuel consumption and conserve the fast-depleting fossil fuel without any two-wheeler 

gasoline engine modification as it was yet not reported systematically for real world city and urban driving 

condition on road. Present research work, the hydroxygen was produced from the developed electrolytic cell using 

the power of the inbuilt battery to meet the demand of power of electrolytic cell to produce hydroxygen. The 

power to the electrolytic cell was controlled and the voltage and current across the electrolytic cell was measured 

by introducing the respective circuits. The experiment was conducted on 150 cc DTSi bike engine with different 

hydroxygen gas flow rate of 400 ml/hr, 703 ml/hr, 1196 ml/hr and 2183 ml/hr. Overall performance and emission 

was found to be optimum for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen addition. Another experiment was conducted on 135 cc DTSi 

bike engine with 600 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate and performance and exhaust gas emission parameters were 

measured by keeping 0.35 mm, 0.60 mm and 0.80 mm electrodes gap of spark plug (EGSP). Overall performance 

and emission were found to be optimum for 0.60 mm electrodes gap of spark plug with hydroxygen addition. 

After optimizing hydroxygen flow rate of 600 ml/hr and 0.60 mm EGSP, the initial road test was conducted with 

same electrolytic cell fitted to 100 cc 4S DTSi bike engine and electric supply was arranged from in built battery 

without any major modification of existing bike engine. In first part it was run with and without hydroxygen 

addition for 14981 km on road. In second part it was run for 2000 km again with and without hydroxygen as per 

IS: 10000 (Part-IX) and AIS-137(Part-I) to have real world city and urban driving scenario effect. The oil sample 

was collected after 1000 and 2000 km in both the road life cycle test and analysis carried out to compare the 

amount of metal debris using analytical ferrography analysis test, oil physio chemical analysis test, FTIR-

Spectroscopy as per ASTM to identify wear, contamination and additive depletion. Oil sample analysis showed 

the increase in the oxidation, sulphation and nitration with hydroxygen as an additive keeping all other parameters 

well within limit compared to without hydroxygen addition and without damaging the engine components with 

rise in mileage from 70.63 km/L to 90.28 km/L. This showed the 21.75% of gasoline relative saving with 

hydroxygen as an additive. 

The saving in gasoline fuel of 21.75 % will result in 6.912 MMT import of crude oils would lead to saving of 

USD 2.762 Billion per annum in foreign exchange as per annual report 2017-18 of Ministry of Petroleum and 

Natural Gas, Government of India. It also costs less per litre of gasoline with reduced emissions in Indian 

environment to contribute to the Indian citizen health improvement during the transition phase to shift towards 

the Indian EV policy from IC engine if implemented. 
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